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ABSTRACT

Tne MCNP code is rich in varia~ce reduction features. Standard variance reduc-
tion methods found in most Monte Carlo codes are avzilable as well as a number
of methods unique to MCNP. We discuss the variance reduction features presently
in MCNP as well as new ones under study for possible inclusion in future ver-
sions of the code.



The main drawback of the Monte Carlo method 1s that it 1s often too expensive
to do many calculations of interest. This is not becaus~ the method is slow,
but becauae a great deal of computational time can be wasted following unlm-
pwtanl or statistically insignificant events to achieve a desired result.
Thus the key to making the Monte Carlo method attractive is to sanehow concen-
trate on important aspects of a given problem without wasting time on :he
unimportant ones. We call schemes that do this “variance reductlcn methods”
because they reduce the statistical variance for the same amount of comput~r
time. This can also be looked at as increasing the computational efficiency
or convergence rate for a given solution accuracy.

The MCNP code is rich in variance reduction features. These are computational
tools that make it possible for the coc!euser to better sample statistical
events in the regions of interes!tand to reduce wasted effort In unimportant
re~lons. Crucial to variance reduction are the means of determining which
parts of a problem are important and which are not. Identification of the
important aspects of a problem is done by extensive output summzries and
solution tallies and diagnostics. These output features are straightforward
and will not be further discussed. We will instead present the variance
reduction feature presently In F!CNPand sane of the work beinu considered for
fut’re versions of the code.

Central to the art of variance reduction is the concept of particle weight..
In order to simulate the transport of a large number cf physical particles it
1s not neeessary tc follow all or them: rather it.is only necessary to follow
‘astatistically significant sample of particle “histories”. Each history 1s
assigned a wright.which in some svnse repres~’ntsth~)number of physical parti-
cles modeled. At any time during the random walk of the particle it may br)
split into N pnrticl~ “tracks” provided that the h’cigh’ is ?;VtdQd hy N.
Alternatively , it may be killed with probability l/N (“Russjan roulette”) at
any time provid~a the wright of survlvlng partlcl~s is mulf.iplied by N. ,111
variance reduction schemes work by putting a large number of particles of Ioti
w~lghr in regions or intcrrst ant!allowing only P small nurb~r of p,nrf.irlca
with high weight in unimportant regions of phase space.

VARIAIKE REDUCTION IN IWNP

The variance reduction methods presently availabl~ in tlCNPwill now M dr-
acrlbed. We start with the simplrsl mrthods firut and prorcrd to desrrlb(.
increasingly complirnted methods.

O~IC SPLI17111G AND RWLE~

The moat strnlghtforward tlonte Carlc v~riancr reduction method 1s prubably
geGmetric splitting and Russian roulctto. The geornrtry is dlvlded into it

number 0!’gcomrtric regions, or rello, rach of wh!ch 1s assign~d d cell impor-
tance by the code user. Usually a great deiilof experience+,intu!t.ionand a
nurrrbw of short trial and error test probloms arr rcqulr’~sdfor a us!?’to
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specify a good set of importances. In the method of geometric Splitting. a
particle crossing into a cell of higher importance is split, whereas a parti-
cle crossing into a cell of lower importance undergoes Russian roulette. In
this way particles from the source can M biased towards the tally region. The
importances could be determined frcm an acljoint calculation, but because
solving the adjoint would be just as difficult as solving the forward problem
trial and error is usually the method of choice. The advantage af this method
is that it is very straightforward and Intuitive. The methml 1s also very
effective provided that the geometry can be sufficiently divided
geometric regions for a good importance function to be specified.

UEIQIT CUTOPF

Another common and simple variance reduction tool is the weight
minimum ‘~eightis specified in each region below which Russian

into enough

cutoff. A
roulette 1s

played. This avoids the loss or time following very low weight and henre
unimportant particles. In MCNP the weight cutoff is usually specified as
proportional to the inverse cell importance in each geometric region.

TIHE MD EHERGY CUTOFFS

The easiest way to speed up a Monte Carlo problem is to truncate the prcblem.
In all problems, geometric truncation is done by limiting the problem geometry
so that the whole u~iverse is not included. Probler truncation may also b~
done with a time cutoff which discont!t?uesparticle tracking after a specified
time. It may also be done with an energy cutoff whirh kills particles below a
specified energy range. Care must be used when truncating problems in these
ways sc that an impcrtar?tpart of the physical model is not eliminated. For
example, if a lower neutron energy cutofr of 1 keV 1s specified ror a problem
uherc thcrr Is fissicn or where photons a?c Ming produced rran neutron “eac-
tions then 10U energy neutron reactions wnich produce the fissions or ph~tons
u1ll rat tw mort~’lcd.ThP Monte Carlo calculation will happily coriver~eto :.he
wrong result with no indication whatsoever th~t the problem has been trun-
cated.

SOURCE ENERGY AND ANGLE BIAS

Source Cn(,rgy,!n~an~]c biasing are wery valuable in many Hontp Carlo appllca-

tlons, They are usually easy to implement because the source energy dlstrlbu-
ticn md inltlal direction are often well known and reliitlvcly simpl~
~unctions. Tnls method works by ar.tlf’iciallystarting more or thr source
partlrles in thf’ dlrcctlon and er,er’gyreRlm, or most lmpnrtanc!(and thfn
adjustinR the weight or the source particles as follows:

‘9
- p/pm

wher~

‘3 - thr?W(?lRht(id.just,meltrnctOr rc)rth”’Source p~rtlvl~ th;!t
~!a~mod~]ed:

P- :hc V-llUPor t.hvtru~ probability density ~unctlon for thv
source partlclc;
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ps - the value of the artificial probability density function that
was used in sampling the particle.

Problem efficiencies ❑ay be improved by orders of m?.gnitudewhen invcking
source biasing for problems where the source sampling efficie~lcyis a ❑ajcr
component of the total problem solution. However, overuse of source biasing
may cause unacceptably large weight fluctuations.

In HCNP the user has several choices o.~ artificial probability density func-
tions for source biasing. For sGurce energy biasing a table of arbitrary
length may be specified. For source angle biasing, the user spec:fies a
preferred direction which Is an arbitrary vector In space. He then nas two
options: cone biasing or exponential biaslt?g. For coce biasing & Cone 1s

defined with the preferred direction vector as its axis. The user then speci-
fies the probability of starting w!thin that cone. For exponential biasing
the probability of starting in any direction falls off exponentially from tfw

probability of starting In the dlrect,ionof th+~reference vector.

-- IHDWCED PHUTON SOURCE UEI~ CONTROL

Another PICNPvariance reduction scheme is the t?eutroninduced photor!sourco
weight control. The user has several options. First, he can specify that cn~
photon be generated at each neutron collision. SecGnd, he may specify a
mlnlmum photon weight in each geometric region such th=t PEOCOCS genrratec
below this wejght play Russian roulette and up to ten photons may be produc~d
at the collision with weights above the spccifit’dcutoff. Fic:,lly,ht’may
specify a multiplier, t?, of the neutron weight so that when a neutron of
weight U has n collision, iienrra!edphotons of weight.less than M ~ ?4 arv
rouletted and up to ten photons of weight greater than N m M may be generated
from that collision. Thf?multiplies, P, may again h, specified fc? each.
geometric region. The value of these options Is ~hat the number of photcns
generated in each region can be controlled thus puLtinR more neu:.ronincucvd
photons in important regions and following fewer in unimportant regions.

D(PWFXTIAL l’RAHS_

The Fxponentlal transform !s ano!her metnrd which ran be usec to bias par’ti-
clm toward the tally reRion. The Idea of this mr:hod is to modify the trans-
port equ.nticnby following change of varlablt’s

wherr gdr,~,n) = untrnnsf.ormpdflux at location :, c’nergyt iundcirt”rtion (;--

a - arbitrary constant
~b = some preferred bi~sing dlrectlorl

Th~ resulting dlff~rence between thv transformed and untransformed transport
equation then turns out to lx’an equation that looks pxdctly llk~ the orlil!nal
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transpxt equation except that the source term Is djff~ren? and the total

cross section of the transformed equation 1s

&It- canJ”fJ

Whereas this ❑jght result in a negative cross section, it is custanary to
treat the exponential transform method in the following way. The source te’rm
ant!random walk is left unmodified except for the total cross Sectioc w!’IIcP1s
modlfiea as

where O < p < 1 is a constant determining the degree of biasing. Thl~sthe
N

arti~ical total cross section It, is never negative. Further, the samp!ed
path length in the random walk process is stretched in the preferred direc-
“ion, ~,. and reduced in the opposite direction?. This is why the met!?cais
also knohm as ‘path length stretching”. Unfortunately, the transform does not
work well when the particle population does not have an exponential distribu-
tion. In particular, our experience is that the transfcrm works best in
t:ighlyabsorbing media and only poorly in scattering mec!ia. Also, selection
of the prcper input parameters for the transform is tricky. Further, in Et?=
absence of ~ good means of weight control it haS been our experience thzt
particle weight fluctuations ca’~sedby the t~ansfcrm can proaucea misleading
and u~acceptable results. Tne reason for the weight fluctuation is because at
each co!lision the weight must be msdifiec!by a factor of

in order to corrt’ct!or the artificial ad.!ustmcntof the total cress scctlon.
The (1 - P~b “ n) atnomlnatcr term tenas to build up with each coll!sion sc
that particles ~e;jchlngthe same point in phase space by different ra~dofr,
walks can hav? vastly aifferent weights. Ue discourage the us~ cf the cxPo-
neltIal transform in the absence of a good uelght ccntrol such as uelght
wlndpws. k’her!weight windows are usec!,the expcn’ntial transform is fairly
insensitive to the choice of biasing parameter and problem efficiencies typi-
cally dcub!e.

IWLICIT CAPTWE

By implicit capture it IS meant that a particle’s velght 1s reduced by the
capture probability at each collision rather than being killed with the proba-
bll!ty of capture as in the analog case. In this way particles are not killed
iii’twa great deal of effort has been expended to transport them long dis-
Lancps. Implicit capture may also be done along a flight path rather tharlat
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Collisions,
exponefwial

but this is mathematically equivalent Kc? a special case c? the
transfom, so it is not considered to be a separate variance

reduction method in tlCNP.

Implicit capture along a flight path is uorthy of a little bit more discus-
sion. If p = Xa/Xt in the above exponential transform equations and if ~b is
set to ~,

where

I; = the ~cattering cross 3ection = It - 13 = Is .

Thus the total cross section is replaced by tne scattering cress sesticn anc
the ran~cm walk pr@cess samples th~ c!istanw to scatter’ rather than t?le cis-

tance to ccllision. This scheme is commcr?lyemployed by astrophysicists in
the transport of stellar x rays. However, it is our experience that tik=never
this scheme is advantageous, adding the c!ir?ctirn?lpreferer?ce,

Lb “ “ 1s
always better and using .+ st~etchirlg parameter p > Ii/It IS even b~t’_eFyzt.

Point detectors or next event estimt,ors, may be !l?cugP.tOT as 3 varian:”e
reduction tool because they allow one to calculate the flux at a pcint. Oftc!l
the pclnt is in a region far from the main gcoretry of thf prohier,in a regic?
where it uould otherwise be difficult to transport ~artlrles. Xhet3er ttie

detect~r iS fa? or nea? it 1S impassible tO ~ra~SpOF: .? p2~:lc!(’ by 3 “aTdcI~

walu to an infinitesimally small point jn spac~. The point detectcr wcrus by
Estimating az each coilisic~ or source event Surir.gthe ?&T,:C~ w:lk undt :he

contribution to a specified point would be If the next event were a transpcrt
cf th” part!cle cirer?ly tc ?he pcint. TEUS .=t each coll!s:or er source fv(nc
a “pseudoparticle” is scored at the P013? detector with the fcllowing welghc:

where
MC - tht?cxlt Ueight of th~ Ccllislon or sc(i?c~ p,l’”ticlt;

p(u) = vaiur or the probability density function for-scattvr
directly toward the point detector:

i - 1 Itix, whr,rt,
Ztl !S th= total rrtx?.ssection in region

a
I

i ar.dXl is the path lmgth of !hq pscudomrtirle trajectory
in region 1. This sum represents the mean rrec path through all
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the regions between the collision or source event and the
detector.

R- ~ (xi) = the distance between the collision or source event
and the detector.

Next event estimators are very expensive because the trajectory of the pseudo-
particles ❑ust be followed for every contribution :: the point detector in
order to calculate the proper attenuation factor, e . Thus Wint det~ctcrs
mtistbe used sparingly.

Paint detectors ar? a standard feature of most Monte Carlo codes aridso more
details Mill not Lx given here. However, MCNP has a nunber of interesting
var jations. First, there are a number of various detector roulette games
which Mill be described later. Second, there is the ring detector in which
the point detector is located on a ring around that geometry in order to tak?
advsntage of two dlmensioncl symmetry wheneler possible. The detec:cr poin:
on tt?ering is chcssn preferentially ~lose tc the azimuth+l location of the
collision or source event in order to realize maxim- efficiency. Finally,
!WCNPhas *he cr?ce-ntore-collided mint detector estimator which avoids the I/R’
singularity c? tr3aiticnal point detectors. The once-more-collided estimator
is intend~c!for use whenever the detector point is located in a scattering
medium and the R term in the denominator 1s *all. However, our experience is
that whenever cne is iria scattering medium that would require the once-more
collided estimator there are usually far better vays of calculating the flux
or other quantities cf lrtterest.

DXTRAU

DXTI?A!4is a unique KNP variance reduction tocl. A next event estimation is
used to detern;i~isticallytransport the uncollided weight frcm ccllision an5
sourc: Wints to a sprwrical surface, known as a DXTRAfi sphere, uhich is
superimposed over the problem geometry. That is to say. DXTRA?iquasi-deter-
rriristicallyralculatrs the weight that scatters and arrives uithcut collisio~
at the DXTRAN sphere. The random walk transport is then continued lt?sidethe
!)XTF?ANspherr. In a sense DXTRAN is a form of angle biasing because at eae~
coIlision particles are fcrced to gc in the direction of the DXTPAN sphere.
‘m”P,P?,isolated regions of a problem geometry are of great importance DXTRAN is
a very powerful and successful technique. However, all the cautions and liri-
tn.t~cnscf next event cstirnators,or point detectors, apply to DXTRAK. Also,
DXTRS.Kbecomes very Lricky when there is more than one @XTRAN sphere in a
prob;em &cause the DXTRAN spheres may interact with each Other, end it is
difficult to prcperly sample the scattering regions which contribute to them.

TFI?use cf next event estimators ror DXTRAN and Wint detectors is enhanced in
MCNP b;ftwo drtector roulette games. The first detector roulette game allows
the user to specify the prcbabillty, P, of any geometric region contributing
to th~ next event estimator. Only l/P collisions in ,he reglwn are allowed to
make the expmslvc pseudoparticle contribution to the detector. This contri-
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bution is then mult!pliectby P. The second detector roulette game is more
elaborate. At the source or collision point, lie,p(u), and R are all ~own.
If the quantity

Mop(u)
Q-—

~+

is smail. thm the contribution to :h~ detector can anly be smaller sin:e E-A
Is always less than unity. Thus if Q is smaller :!Ian either a predet~rminecf
value al-a predetermined i’ractionof the aver~ge contribution to the detector
so far then the pseudopar:icle plays Russian roulette. ln this way only
significant ~ntributiong to che detector ~-e ~ade since the insigrificmt
ones are killed or Edilt up to significant size by the Russian roulette game.
I?otkthese detecLor roulette games typically enhance the efficiency cf nex:
event estimators by as much as an order of ❑agnitude. Hcusver, care ffius: be
taker? tnat the small contributions are unimportant. Fcr exam~le, a Srail but
significant high energy tail of a result may be undersampled by imprope- us<
of these schemes.

The weigh: uinacu nethcti,which is anct!ler fcrm CC Spiittlfig ar?c! ?ussian rou-

lette, is very useful for many applications. As uitn importance sam~lin$, the
geometry is subdivided into reigons cf diffsrent ixpertar.ces. Th+n eack
region is assigned a set of upper anc lower uei~ht window bounds. Par::~~~~

&itP.ueigtlts 3bOVe the upper bounds are split sc th~t their weignt drcps :rtc
the window; particles with weights belo~ the lcuer bo’mds are rohlettet sc
that the survivc?s are slso ir the ui:lxw. h’ct only dces Yhis spl i:tir.: anc

Russian roulette cause particles to migrate toward the tally regic~, Su: alsc
it provides effective weight control whict,makes use cf the expcner,t:al trtiP.s-

fcrm possible. Furtt?er,in MCNP the weigkt uinc!cwmethcd is usually tt!+ r:s:
effectiv? ❑eans of e~ergy biasing. K@ight windows car be specified :r a Eu?3..r
of energy ranges. additionally, the HCNP weight uindou =Ilows :!w users :C
specify a spii:ting criteria so that splitting is neve? mere than u for cne
and Russia~ roulette is never played with 3 survival p~cbability of less :ka~.
I/u . The welghr Eindcw gdme may be played ~ither at surfaces, ccllisicr= cr
both. This flexibility in choosing where to play zhe ueight windos game, i?
choosing z splitting criteria, ane in havirg en~rgy depender~e m.:kes Ehe
weight wi?ldow far more powcr?ul that the mere traditicr.alcombinaticr C:
geometric split:ing and f?usslan‘oule:te and Geight cuto~r.

The principle difficulty cf the weight uindou methcd is that notithe use- has
an unmanageable number cf input importance functions to provide Che code.
Fortunately, several schemes (refs. l-h) have been devised in wt?lchthe R@nt~
Carlo code automatically selects the input impcrt:lnccparameters or ueight
windows for the user. He call such schemes “importance generators” or “tieigE:
wln?w generators”. Net crly do such imwrtance generators facilitate use c!’
the weight window, but also they may 5s thought of as a “forward aajoint”
solution which q!ves import?nt Information atn3utother aspects cf the p-cbler
model such as whether or not the gecxmetricregions are sufficiently divided or
too truncated.
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Energy splitting and roulette 1s a means of biasing energy spce. Although
this featwe is available in NCNP, its use is not recmended since the en-
ergy-dependent ueight window does a better job.

Fbrced CO1lisions ❑ay alsc be used to reduce variance by creating collided
particles in regions uhere collisions are unlikely. ‘Tnesecollided partic1es
may then be used for point deteCtOFS or CXTRAN or c:hcr t!onteCarlo p~ocesses
where large nm!bers of collisions are desirable to ❑ore efficiency approach
the problem solution. The ?4CNP forced collision algorithm causes particles
entering a spatial region to be split into a collided and an uncollided part
uith th~ appropriate Ueighr adJI.EtmCntS. The collided part may then play
Russian rouIette if desired in order to limit the number of additional parti-
cles.

YCNP provides for Cor?ela?ed sazpling to Gstimate the change in 3 quar?tity
resulting from a small pe~turttationor any type in the FrC)blWII. ~his tecF.-
cique enables the evaluation cf smll quantities th.~t would other~ise be
❑as ked by the statistical errors or uncorrelatec Cdlculatiom. HcriP
correlates 3 pair of r ur.s by proviting each neu history in the unperturbed anc
perturbed problems uith the same tnitial pseudc-random number acd thus the
same sequence c? subsequen: F!”mbers until the perturbation causes che se-
qufmces to div~rge. This may be thought @f as a variance reduction ❑ethod ir
ztat perturbation s?udies r=y be !rRsewichou: having to ~u.nproblems to ss
fine a convergence as would have tc be done uith correlated sampling.

A rumber of variance reduction ruethcdsfor f’u:ureuse in PCNP are p?ese~tly
under study at Lcs .Alamos.

AllCLEBIAS

A “synergistic- method (ref. 6) of angle bias has been deveioped ~or pr!c:oRs

which shows great promise. Previous attempts at angle bias have been fo:ied
by instability problems. In this new methcd the exponential transform is usec
to just offset the instabilities of an~le bias. Unfortunately, the re:!?c:
requires the on-line solution of a very difficult integral equatim. ~~~

investigation has so far been llmitecito photons because the integral is
easier to solve than for neutrons.

The idea of using twc unstable techniques to prouuce a pcuerful stable compcs-
ite should be studied with respect to other variance reduc:icm problems.
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DM

The DXANC method (ref. 5) is a ~.indaf collisfcn biasir?g method tihicnutilizes
aspects of DXTRAN, space-energy-angle weight uindous, and the ueight windok
generator. In brief, the user defines spkr”ical rczions of interest, as kit!?
DXTRAN, uhich are not part of the problem, but rather ar? superimposed eve?
the geocetry. These spkres are called DXANC spher~s. At each collisicn i

cone is defined by the DXANG sphere and the ccllisi~n point. If the ccllision
occurs inside the DXA!K sphere tncr th~ trartspcrtcontinues 3s usudl. If ‘cPe
collision occurs outside the sphere, a special @XANGparticle is cvsstes
uniformly inside :he cone uith 2 Wcignt adjustment depend~nt upcn tke ?rOkI&-
bility density for scattering at the samplsd angle. The extra &ei,g::t crsatec
by DXANG particle is balanced by killing the original particle :f t: s~a:te”s
into the coce. i)thertiise, the original particle is samplec nL2rm2Lly w::? :c
weight correction. Sepa?ate ueigf?t windous ●re kept for PX&kG pertic:es w:
non-DXANC (analog! particles. Tc sinspllfy the selection of lRese wi??z
windous a space-ans~e weight uindo~ generator is use:.

WI-S-LI.M OF SWKE DIS?RIWIW

Tony kbrnock of Cray Research, Inc., and 9c5 Schia:cc cf Lcs Alaros ~re pres-
ently studying = scheme whict! sampies ciscributiars 3j’ USLEE 3 unitcrr S.i,R-
pling of the interval (0,?! rather th?? a :ar?acm number sequer=. The ~nifzrr
sampllng gwrantees that an a-bi:rarily sm=ll probability :Ete”val wii~ be V:L
a predetermined number of times tiith a given s3mple siz~. PreLi~inary resul:s
indicate that the ~if~r~ sampling takes Long?r tc sample the soxce buc cces
a better jot ~f’ re~resentlng :5s scurce.

m~

There is still a lot @f row ?or Imprcvemcnt in var~arre “educCior techniques.
F?etRocts such as CXANG, ~ngi? biasing and ether ?arms C: ccllisicc biasing c~ve
yet to be fully aeveloped, ar.a Chsre are pFOOdbly many c:Wr te;P.ElqUeS ytt :C
be dis.:;overed. An example @f an ambitious nvetnud presently under cieve!oprrsct
is th’~ Tm E. Bocth’s currer?t attempt (ref. ‘; to bias the ranacrfr nurbt.r spa:e
rat Per than pttysical space: if Successful, !his technique w’:lc make Wr.:e
Carlc variance ~ec!’lctioc?7u1Y prObLeFI ;?!dep\’RdeCt. (Se:’ SoctkI’s paprr. ‘“A
Ponte Carl@ Learning/@iasing Experiment hith

1s alsc being Presented at shls confer~cce.
ous irupcrtance fun!?tionsuhich are frrm!enby
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